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Details of Visit:

Author: Popitin
Location 2: Shoreditch
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 17 May 2012 11.30pm
Duration of Visit: 15mins
Amount Paid: 50
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07961707813

The Premises:

Very nice modern apartment in quiet road off the main road,10min walk from old street. 

The Lady:

Attractice fit young blonde 25years old, enhanced medium sized breasts & firm round arse. 

The Story:

Met Mandy after a day out at lords so enjoyed quite a few beers before the visit, confirmed this was
ok with her beforehand.
Arrived to a warm welcome from a very fit tanned blonde about 5'4? , immediately got the
impression this would be fun!.
Paid ?50 for 15min quickie and got undressed in the clean but economically furnished bedroom -
[previously met Dolly in the same apartment in another larger room].
Mandy returned & joined me on the bed expertly applying the condom with her mouth and taking
her time giving an extremely enthusiastic blowjob eventually motioning her to stop.
The action continued in missionary for a considerable amount of time varying the pace of the thrusts
into her sexy young pussy, holding myself above then pushing our bodies together as mandy very
sexily moved her fingers lightly around my torso & occasionally gave some vocal encouragement
finally gripping her arse and another hand round her waist as i orgasmed violently taking my time to
enjoy her sexy young flesh. Mandy then took her time to clean me up a little and jumped up to re-
position the bed which during the action had moved away from the wall into the centre of the room.
Mandy continued to be very friendly while i recovered then dressed, promising to visit again as i left.
Thoroughly recommended - one of the friendliest girls around.
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